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Coastal Communities of Place and Coastal Communities of Place and 
InterestInterest

•• PlacePlace •• InterestInterest

Brookings, Oregon Commercial crab vessels transitioning to sea in Newport.



Oregon Sea GrantOregon Sea Grant

The university did the right The university did the right 
thing by bringing the industry thing by bringing the industry 
into the project on the ground into the project on the ground 
floor," Oregon Dungeness floor," Oregon Dungeness 
Crab Commission, 2005Crab Commission, 2005A watershed education program on 

the Central Oregon Coast.

Fishermen and researchers discuss 
the design of a domed anchor, as 
part of a collaborative research 
effort.
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Newport- Ocean Power 
Technologies
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Technologies



Comments from fishermen Comments from fishermen 
and communities from 7and communities from 7--06 06 
to 7to 7--0707
•• ““The developers will The developers will 

share the profit and share the profit and 
the fishermen will the fishermen will 
share the lossshare the loss””

•• If you get to veto If you get to veto 
locations that arenlocations that aren’’t t 
economically profitable economically profitable 
to you, then we should to you, then we should 
get to veto locations get to veto locations 
that are economically that are economically 
profitable to usprofitable to us””

•• There is this ironyThere is this irony——we we 
are interested in are interested in 
development of wave development of wave 
energy, but are afraid energy, but are afraid 
of successof success””



Fishermen Involved in Natural EnergyFishermen Involved in Natural Energy

FINE members listen to wave 
energy researchers at Oregon 
State University.

Wave energy test 
area created by 
FINE.

“Commercial and recreational fishing are 
critically important to Lincoln County’s 
economy. However, Lincoln County does 
not oppose the development of ocean 
energy. Just the opposite: we believe 
that renewable fisheries and renewable 
energy can co-exist and be mutually 
supportive.”



FINE Concerns & Recommendations'FINE Concerns & Recommendations'
•• Site be selected through a collaborative process.Site be selected through a collaborative process.
•• A compensation plan for lost gear.A compensation plan for lost gear.
•• Evaluate the basis for a plan that would compensate the Evaluate the basis for a plan that would compensate the 

entire industry for lost fishing grounds.entire industry for lost fishing grounds.
•• Extensive ecological, and socioExtensive ecological, and socio--economic studies be economic studies be 

done as a baseline; and that these studies be continued done as a baseline; and that these studies be continued 
through the lifetime of the project.through the lifetime of the project.

•• A single line anchoring system is preferred; FINE is to be A single line anchoring system is preferred; FINE is to be 
included in discussions about anchoring systems. included in discussions about anchoring systems. 

“We feel Lincoln County and 
FINE will be partners in the 
North West National Ocean 
Renewable Energy Center, and 
that mutually beneficial work 
will be accomplished”



FishermenFishermen’’s Advisory Committee s Advisory Committee 
for Tillamookfor Tillamook

•• FACT shall have input FACT shall have input 
regarding siting.regarding siting.

•• Limits shall be put in place to Limits shall be put in place to 
ensure that wave plant sprawl ensure that wave plant sprawl 
will not be an unending issue.will not be an unending issue.

•• Fishermen know that a very Fishermen know that a very 
small electrical field small electrical field 
surrounding our boats can surrounding our boats can 
have a profound effect on the have a profound effect on the 
behavior of salmon, how does behavior of salmon, how does 
leaking electricity and EMFleaking electricity and EMF’’s s 
effect marine life?effect marine life?

•• Overall, the FACT group has Overall, the FACT group has 
concerns about the lack of science concerns about the lack of science 
and knowledge and the potential and knowledge and the potential 
catastrophic impacts that wave catastrophic impacts that wave 
energy plants would have on the energy plants would have on the 
ocean as a whole, and the coastal ocean as a whole, and the coastal 
communities in Tillamook Countycommunities in Tillamook County. . 

Concerns from FACT:



Southern Oregon Ocean Resource CoalitionSouthern Oregon Ocean Resource Coalition

•• Size, and Scope of the Size, and Scope of the 
Proposed FacilityProposed Facility

““The License application for The License application for 
the proposed 200the proposed 200--buoy buoy 
commercial scale buildcommercial scale build--
out at the Coos Bay site, out at the Coos Bay site, 
is both inconsistent with is both inconsistent with 
the Governorthe Governor’’s vision for s vision for 
wave energy wave energy 
development along development along 
OregonOregon’’s coastline and s coastline and 
contrary to FERCcontrary to FERC’’s own s own 
advice to the developeradvice to the developer””

•• Location of Proposed Location of Proposed 
FacilityFacility

““The proposed Coos Bay The proposed Coos Bay 
Wave Energy Facility is Wave Energy Facility is 
located in the middle of located in the middle of 
prime commercial fishing prime commercial fishing 
grounds adjacent to the grounds adjacent to the 
most economically most economically 
significant port on the significant port on the 
Southern Oregon Coast.Southern Oregon Coast.””

•• Identifying Optimum Uses Identifying Optimum Uses 
of the Territorial Seaof the Territorial Sea



Port Orford Ocean Resource TeamPort Orford Ocean Resource Team
•• ““Establishment of a wave energy park will influence the cultural,Establishment of a wave energy park will influence the cultural,

recreational, and tourism activities within the area.recreational, and tourism activities within the area.””

•• ““There is also concern for the potential impact of marine life There is also concern for the potential impact of marine life 
interaction with the electromagnetic fields generated, which areinteraction with the electromagnetic fields generated, which are
considered a form of water pollution and directly violates the Cconsidered a form of water pollution and directly violates the Clean lean 
Water Act.Water Act.””

•• POORT is very supportive of the Oregon goal of 500MZ by 2025, POORT is very supportive of the Oregon goal of 500MZ by 2025, 
and is in full support of achieving this goal through various and is in full support of achieving this goal through various 
renewable energy sources, including wave energy. Our position renewable energy sources, including wave energy. Our position 
emphasizes the importance to proceed with community interest emphasizes the importance to proceed with community interest 
leading the process. leading the process. 



Themes in Fishing Community Themes in Fishing Community 
Perspectives and CommentsPerspectives and Comments

•• SiteSite
•• EconomicEconomic
•• EnvironmentalEnvironmental
•• PacePace
•• InvolvementInvolvement
•• Cautious supportCautious support

All fishing group meeting in Newport, November 2008.



So What?So What?
•• Working Working 

collaboratively with collaboratively with 
communities DOES communities DOES 
work.work.

•• Organizing Organizing 
communities of communities of 
interests allows them interests allows them 
to have a unified to have a unified 
voice.voice.

•• Offshore energy and Offshore energy and 
fishing can cofishing can co--exist.exist.

•• Collaboration between Collaboration between 
interests is important interests is important 
to get buoys in the to get buoys in the 
waterwater…….and to get .and to get 
them out.them out.



Things Happening Right NowThings Happening Right Now
•• FINE and OSU are beginning discussions about siting of FINE and OSU are beginning discussions about siting of 

the portable test berth for the center.the portable test berth for the center.
•• FACT is beginning discussions with Columbia Power FACT is beginning discussions with Columbia Power 

Technologies about site.Technologies about site.
•• SOORC has agreed to participate in an ocean mapping SOORC has agreed to participate in an ocean mapping 

exercise. exercise. 

Bob Eder (fishermen), Flaxen Conway (Sea Grant) 
and Kaety Hildenbrand (Sea Grant) onboard the 
Pelamis, in Scotland. 
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